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Abstract
Self-stacked nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes (NCNTs) and pristine carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on
commercial porous polypropylene substrates have been applied as air electrodes for sodium-air
batteries (SAB). Both NCNTand CNTair electrodes exhibit highly reversible electrochemical activities
and large capacities under low current densities in SABs, while NCNT electrodes show much higher
rate performance and extended cycling life under high current densities. The superior electro-
chemical behavior of NCNT electrodes is attributed to the robust network of aligned NCNTs, which
enables rapid oxygen and liquid electrolyte transport while accommodating the volume change
originating from discharge product aggregation during cycling. Moreover, uniform coverage of the
discharge product has been observed on the NCNT air electrodes, in contrast to the random and
discrete dispersion of discharge product on the CNT air electrodes. The unique morphologies and
growth mechanism of discharge products on NCNT electrodes are believed to be due to the
outstanding catalytic activity of the nitrogen-doped sites in the NCNTs, which play a critical role in
the high cycling stability of NCNT air electrodes for SABs.
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Introduction

The development of sustainable and renewable energy
storage devices has been greatly advanced in recent
decades, due to the concerns of increasing greenhouse gas
emissions (e.g. CO2) as a consequence of fossil fuel con-
sumption. Electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid electric vehi-
cles (HEVs) have therefore received tremendous attention
as a potential solution to diminish the impact of humankind
on the environment. Up to now, Lithium-ion Batteries (LIBs)
are one of the main choices for EV and HEV applications.
However, EVs based on LIBs in the state-of-art are still
restricted by insufficient specific energy densities for long-
distance or large power output applications [1]. Recently,
alkali metal-air batteries, i.e. Lithium-Air Batteries (LABs)
[2–6], Sodium-Air Batteries (SABs) [7–9], and Potassium-Air
Batteries (PABs) [10], have attracted increasing interest as
potential alternatives for high performance power sources
in future. Compared with other chemical power supplies,
these alkali metal-air cells present high voltage outputs as a
result of the combination of high oxygen reduction potential
and low A+/A potentials(A=Li, Na, and K), which also
exhibit large specific capacities due to the light atomic
weights of Li, Na, K, and O elements. Thus, alkali metal-air
batteries conceive great potential for the applications as
high energy output power sources in the future.

In contrast to the massive number of studies on LABs over
the past few decades, the nature of SABs has remained
unrevealed until recently. SABs are constructed from the
combination of high energy density air breathing cathodes
with inexpensive and abundant metal sodium anodes, mak-
ing them promising candidates for future power sources due
to their low costs, large gravimetric capacities and high
power outputs. In addition, the abundance of elemental
sodium in the Earth ensures the widespread adoption of this
novel energy conversion system feasible.Nevertheless,
despite the similar characteristics of element Li and Na,
the significant distinction between the thermodynamic
stabilities of their peroxides(Li2O2 and Na2O2) and super-
oxides (LiO2 and NaO2) contributes to their downright
different electrochemical behaviors. Much lower overpo-
tentials between the charge and discharge voltages of SABs
compared with LABs have been observed in previous studies
[8,9,11–17], which are greatly favored for practical applica-
tions. A recent theoretical calculation study points out that
the lower overpotentials in SABs are assigned to the
differences between the chemical properties of both sodium
superoxides and peroxides, and lithium peroxides [18].
Thus, SABs have been attracting increasing research interest
from both theoretical and practical standpoints. However,
most SABs reported so far are limited by their insufficient
cycling stabilities (generally within 10 cycles), except for
very few reports tested under pure oxygen [9,16,17].
Therefore, it is critical to explore novel, long-term sustain-
able air electrodes, with the aim of boosting the develop-
ment of SABs.

Considering the inherent similarity between the princi-
ples of LABs and SABs [19], it is natural to pursue
the possible solutions to overcome the obstacles of SABs
from the experience of LABs. It has been numerously
reported that the design of air electrodes [20–22] and the
morphologies of the discharge products [23–25] play critical
roles in the cycling performance of LABs. Pristine carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) [26] and nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes
(NCNTs) [27,28] have already been intensively studied as
potential air electrode materials for LABs, and exhibited an
extended cyclic life. Recently, Zhang et al. [11] reported a
free-standing CNT paper air electrode for SABs, delivering
large first discharge capacity, but was still limited to a cyclic
life below 10 cycles. On the other hand, it has been widely
reported that NCNT air electrodes exhibit improved perfor-
mance compared with CNT counterparts in LABs [27,28].
Nevertheless, to our best knowledge, NCNT air electrodes
have not been reported to be tested as an air electrode
material for SAB so far. In addition, few of the previous
studies on SABs have focused on the relationship between
the discharge product morphologies and the performance of
the air electrodes.

Herein we developed a new design of air electrodes for
SABs based on a novel fabrication approach of self-stacking
NCNTs or CNTs on commercial porous polypropylene (PP)
separator substrates. Both NCNT and CNT air electrodes
presented reversible electrochemical activities and relevant
large capacities under low current density, while NCNT
electrodes showed much better performance and extended
cyclic lives up to 50 cycles under high current densities. This
superior electrochemical behavior of NCNT electrodes is
attributed to the robust network woven by the aligned
NCNT units, enabling rapid oxygen and liquid electrolyte
transportation. In addition, the morphological differences
between the discharge products of NCNT and CNT air
electrodes have been observed. The unique morphologies
of uniform discharge products of NCNT air electrodes are
related to the catalytic activity of the nitrogen-doped sites
in the NCNTs, and is a critical determining factor of their
extended cyclic lives of the SABs.

Experimental

Preparation of nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes

Aligned NCNTs were fabricated following the method pre-
viously reported by our group [29]: NCNTs were fabricated
by a floating catalyst chemical vapor deposition (FCCVD)
method. Imidazole was chosen as the carbon and nitrogen
source and ferrocene was used as the catalyst precursor.
Ferrocene decomposes into iron at 850 1C, which acts as the
catalyst for carbon nanotube growth and introduces nitro-
gen atoms into the graphite layers of the carbon nanotubes
to form NCNTs.

Preparation of NCNT and CNT air electrodes

The preparation process for NCNTand CNTair electrodes are
schematically shown in Figure 1. NCNT and CNT air electro-
des were fabricated by a two-step process: at first, the
NCNT or CNT powders were mixed with PVDF binder and
then uniformly dispersed in organic solvent by sonication;
then the mixtures were dipped and spread on a commercial
PP porous separator film substrate. Upon evaporation of
the organic solvent, the NCNTs or CNTs stacked together
and formed a hierarchical nanostructured air electrode



Figure 1 Schematic diagram of fabrication of NCNT and CNT air electrodes by the combination of sonication dispersion and self-
stacking processes. SEM images of original NCNT, pristine CNT, and both corresponding air electrodes are also included.
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material. Commercial CNT powders are directly used with-
out further treatment. In a typical process, 80 mg NCNT or
CNT powder were mixed with 20 mg polyvinylidene fluoride
(PVDF) binder and then uniformly dispersed in 10 mL N-
methy-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) by 8 h of stirring and 12 h of
sonication. Then the NCNT–PVDF or CNT–PVDF mixtures
were dipped and spread on Celgrid 3501 thin film substrate
to form the self-stacking NCNT and CNT air electrodes,
respectively.

Physical characterizations

Hitachi S-4800 field-emission scanning electron microscope
(SEM) operated at 10.0 kV was used for the observation of
the morphologies of the pristine materials and air electro-
des. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded using a
Bruker D8 Advance (Cu-Kα source, 40 kV, 40 mA) spectro-
meter. N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms were achieved
with a surface area and pore size analyzer (Folio Micro-
meritics TriStar II).

Electrochemical measurements

The sodium-air batteries were tested with Swagelok-type
cells composed of a metallic sodium foil anode, PP separa-
tor (Celgard 3501), and NCNT or CNT air electrode, with a
stainless steel mesh current collector on the top. The
electrolyte was comprised of 0.5 M sodium triflate
(NaSO3CF3, Aldrich) dissolved in diethylene glycol diethyl
ether (DEGDME, Aldrich). The DEGDME solvents were dried
with molecular sieves (4 Å, Aldrich) for at least one month
before use. The discharge/charge characteristics were
performed using an Arbin BT-2000 battery station in a sealed
box filled with a 1.0 atm dried air atmosphere at room
temperature (25 1C). Electrochemical impedance spectro-
scopy (EIS) measurements were carried out with a multi
potentiostats (VMP3, Biologic).
Results and discussion

The SEM images of NCNTs, pristine CNTs, NCNT and CNT air
electrodes are shown in Figure 1. It is important to note that
the NCNT air electrode displays a highly organized layer-by-
layer arrangement, compared to the fully disordered struc-
ture of the CNT electrode. From the cross-sectional SEM
images (see Figure S1), this distinction between the two air
electrode materials is further evidently revealed. This
should probably be attributed to the aligned characteristic
of the NCNTunits, which were grown to tens of micrometers
and are hard to bend (Figure S2). Thus, after dispersion by
ultrasonication, the NCNT units tend to stack together layer
by layer instead of coiling around each other. In contrast,
due to the curved nature of pristine CNTs, the morphology
of the CNT air electrode appeared to be twisted and hairy.
This unique structure of the NCNT air electrode not only
provides interval spacing among the NCNTs, which are
beneficial for oxygen transport and immersion of liquid
electrolyte, but also constructs a robust network to accom-
modate discharge products, which can be durable for long-
term cycling of the cell. The concentration of N species in
NCNTs is determined to be around 10% by EDS analysis. In
addition, it can be observed from the SEM that NCNT air
electrode has a densely packed structure, while pristine
CNT air electrode has a loose structure. The pore structure
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Figure 2 Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms of (a) NCNTand (b) CNT materials; pore size distribution plots for (c) NCNTand
(d) CNT materials.
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plays an important role in the performance of air electrodes
on their catalytic activities and also provides space for the
accommodation of the discharge products. In order to
further reveal information on their pore distributions, N2

adsorption/desorption experiments have been carried out
on both NCNT and CNT materials (Figure 2(a and b)). The
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface areas of NCNTs and
CNTs are measured to be 42.1151 and 33.8975 m2 g�1,
respectively. Despite their close BET areas, the pore dis-
tributions of NCNTs and CNTs are found to be different.
NCNTs mainly contain micropores with diameters below
2 nm and also mesopores over a wide range of 5–100 nm.
In contrast, CNTs have a much narrower mesoporous struc-
ture composing of pores with diameters around 2–3 and 8–
9 nm as well as some macropores. These differences
between the pore structures of NCNTs and CNTs can also
result in and will be also discussed in the following part.

The flexible and free-standing NCNT air electrodes were
cut into small discs for testing in SABs under a dried air
environment (Figure S3). The typical voltage profiles for
NCNT air electrodes are shown in Figure 3, while the
electrochemical behavior of SABs with CNT air electrode
are shown in Figure S4 for comparison. Figure 3(a) shows the
first discharge and charge curves of NCNT air electrodes in
SABs at different current densities. The NCNT air electrode
delivers a discharge capacity of 1887, 1476, 988 and
572 mAh g�1, at 25, 50, 130 and 600 mA g�1, respectively.
These values of the gravimetric discharge capacities are
comparable with their performance in LABs [27–29]. During
the first discharge process, the NCNT air electrode presents
a single voltage plateau around 2.13, 2.06, 2.04, and 1.98 V,
at 25, 50, 130 and 600 mA g�1, respectively. The polariza-
tion voltage between charging and discharging profiles is
found to be as low as 0.2 V at a current density of 25 mA g�1

and gradually rises to 0.3 V as the current density increases
to 130 mA g�1. No obvious plateau can be found in the
charging curve of the cell cycling at 600 mA g�1, due to the
increasing polarization under high current densities.

The typical discharge and charge curves of a SAB with
NCNT air electrode at a current density of 130 mA g�1 are
shown in Figure 3(b). It can be observed that all the
subsequent discharging curves also exhibit voltage plateaus
around 2.0 V with similar shapes as the first discharging
curve. With increasing cycle number, the overpotential of
the charging curves significantly increased. It should be
noted that in every cycle the corresponding charge capacity
of the cell is slightly less than the discharge capacity (inset
of Figure 3(b)). This indicates that trace amounts of the
discharge products cannot be fully decomposed during each
electrochemical charging process. These residual discharge
products may gradually aggregate and eventually lead to
the failure of the SABs, as previously reported for SABs in
pure oxygen environment [9,14]. A similar phenomenon is
also observed in the CNT air electrodes (Figure S4(a) and
(b)). The charge/discharge curves of CNT air electrodes
reported herein are similar to those of SABs with CNT
powder electrodes previously reported [11]. They also
reported that self-standing CNTair electrodes suffered from
a short cycling live of 3 cycles under full charge and
discharge cycling with a high first discharge capacity of
about 7500 mAh/g, while better results were achieved by
cycling the cell under restricted depth of discharge for
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7 cycles. Although the discharging capacity of the self-
stacked CNT air electrode reported herein is lower, the cell
maintained 13 cycles under full discharging and charging.
These facts imply that the morphology of air electrodes,
even those based on the same materials, may result in
different electrochemical performance.
The NCNT and CNT air electrodes were also investigated
by cycling at low depth of discharge (DOD), with a capacity
cut-off of 300 mAh g�1. Figure 3(c) and (d) illustrates the
discharge/charge profiles of NCNT and CNT air electrodes,
respectively, during the initial 10 cycles at a current density
of 75 mA g�1. For the NCNTair electrode, the discharge and
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charge plateaus fall into the voltage range of 2.22–1.82 V
and 4.17–4.66 V, respectively, while for the CNT air elec-
trode, the discharge and charge voltage plateaus are in the
range of 2.15–2.04 V and 4.42–4.49 V, respectively. There-
fore, the NCNT air electrode displays higher bifunctional
electrocatalytic activity towards both ORR and OER than the
CNT counterpart. A similar phenomenon was also previously
found in LABs [23–25]. It is believed that the nitrogen doping
sites in NCNTs might induce more defects for oxygen
adsorption and electron transfer, where ORR preferentially
takes place [23].

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were carried out
to further examine the OER and ORR activities of NCNT
and CNT air electrodes. The CV curves of NCNT and CNT
electrodes in a dried air and an argon atmosphere are shown
in Figure 3(e). No obvious current peak related to faradic
redox reaction was observed in the CVs of both NCNT and
CNT electrodes in the argon atmosphere (inset of Figure 3
(e)). However, the NCNT and CNT electrodes exhibit appar-
ently different CV curves under the dried air environment.
The anodic and cathodic peaks of ORR and OER are located
at 1.80 V and 2.50 V separately for NCNT air electrode, and
1.68 V and 2.62 V for CNT air electrode, respectively. The
shifting of the ORR to higher voltages and OER to lower
voltages indicates improved electrocatalytic activity of
NCNT air electrodes towards both OER and ORR compared
with CNT air electrodes. The difference between the
voltage of corresponding anodic and cathodic peaks was
around 0.1 V, which is consistent with the charge and dis-
charge results above.

The cycling performance of NCNT air electrodes was
evaluated at different current rates and the results are
shown in Figure 3(f). All of the cells cycled at the current
densities ranging from 200 to 640 mA g�1 exhibited good
cycling performance for at least 10 cycles. Two cells cycling
at 600 mA g�1and 640 mA g�1 sustained 44 and 50 cycles
before their capacities dropped to below 100 mAh g�1,
respectively. However, the CNT air electrodes showed
neither good cycling stabilities nor reasonable reversible
capacities. The cycling performance of the CNT air elec-
trode under 200 mA g�1 is shown in Figure S4(c). Thus, it
can be clearly concluded that NCNT air electrodes show
much better electrochemical performance than their CNT
counterpart under high current rates. It should be noted
that such a huge distinction between the rate performance
of NCNT and CNT electrodes is contributed to by the slight
difference between their OER and ORR activities, as shown
above; this will be further addressed in the following
section. In addition, a common phenomenon can be wit-
nessed: the discharge capacities of the cells increased after
the second cycle and achieved a maximum value between
8 and 12 cycles. This might be due to repeated discharge
product aggregation during discharging and gas releasing
during charging, creating more holes and gas diffusion
tunnels inside the NCNT electrodes.

Generally, the possible electrochemical reactions invol-
ved in a SAB can be summarized by the following equations.
The theoretical potentials for the electrochemical reactions
in SABs yielding the NaO2, Na2O2 and Na2O products are also
given based on the calculation of Gibbs free energy data and
the thermodynamic equation ΔG=�nFE [8]:
Na+ +e�+O2-NaO2 E0=2.26 V (1)

2Na+ +2e�+O2-Na2O2 E0=2.33 V (2)

4Na+ +4e�+O2-2Na2O E0=1.95 V (3)

The electrode potentials corresponding to the formation
of NaO2 and Na2O2 have very close values (2.26 V and
2.33 V). Up to now, the discharge products of SABs have
been reported to be Na2O2 with Na2CO3 [8], NaO2 [9,14,17],
Na2O2 � 2H2O [13], or Na2O2 [12,15] in different studies,
respectively. In this study, the discharge products of NCNT
air electrodes were identified with XRD. In Figure 4, clear
diffraction peaks are observed at 25.621, 28.421, 32.61, and
37.21, for a NCNT electrode discharged at a current density
of 200 mA g�1. The first two peaks can be attributed to
(101) and (110) facets of Na2O2 (JCPDS 74-0895), and the
latter two can be assigned to (020) and (111) facets of NaO2

(JCPDS 74-0208). The XRD result reveals that the discharge
products of the SAB with NCNT air electrode under dried air
condition are the mixture of Na2O2 and NaO2.

It is believed that different experimental conditions can
lead to discrepancies in the electrochemical behavior of
SABs [17]. In this study, dried air is adopted as the oxygen
source (same as Refs. [8] and [12]) instead of pure oxygen as
in some other studies (e.g. Refs. [9,11,13–17]). It should be
noted that even in the studies on LABs, the directly use of
air as oxygen source will lead to poorer electrochemical
behaviors and still remains a challenging issue [30,31]. It is
recently reported that SABs form negligible side products,
except for sodium oxide under pure oxygen ambient, and
thus undergo a more “clean” chemistry than LABs to form
pure NaO2 [32]. Meanwhile, it is also reported that alter-
nating pure O2 gas to 80%Ar+20%O2 mixed gas as oxygen
sources can greatly diminish the formation of NaOH in the
discharge product and improve the cycling stabilities of
SABs [33]. On the other hand, theoretical calculation
studies [34] suggest that discharge products NaO2 and
Na2O2 exhibit different stability under specific experimental
conditions. NaO2 particles with large diameters are not
stable at 1 atm atmosphere. It is suggested that the
stabilizing size of NaO2 particles is restricted to several
nanometers [34]. In the current study, due to the other



Figure 5 Morphology of discharge products of the sodium-air batteries using NCNT and CNT air electrodes under low (50 mA g�1)
and high (300 mA g�1) current densities; schematic diagrams of these discharge products are also included.
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existing components other than oxygen in the dried air (e.g.
CO2), sodium oxide discharge products may be contami-
nated with side products such as Na2CO3, which can only be
decomposed under higher voltage [8]. Thus, a SAB with
CNT air electrode under pure oxygen was also tested in
this research for comparison and the results are shown in
Figure S4(d). It can be observed that the discharge plateau
is located at 2.2 V, while most of the discharge products
decomposed at around 2.35 V. This result is consistent with
other reports where sodium superoxide (NaO2) was found to
be the main discharge product under pure oxygen gas
[9,14]. The transformation of sodium superoxide to sodium
peroxide or sodium carbonate can be expressed by the
following equations [17]:

2NaO2=Na2O2+O2 (4)

4NaO2+2CO2=2Na2CO3+3O2 (5)

2Na2O2+2CO2=2Na2CO3+O2 (6)

It should also be noted that reactions (5) and (6) are
useful to facilitate a primary SAB which focuses on the
capture of greenhouse gas CO2 from the atmosphere [35]. In
this study, the discharge products were found to be a
mixture of superoxide and peroxide, which may result from
both reaction (2) and reaction (4), implying the chemistry of
SABs is rather complicated. Synchrotron based character-
izations is going to be carried out by our group to further
reveal the reaction mechanism of NCNT based air electrode
materials for SABs and will be presented in another work.

Figure 5 shows SEM images and schematic drawings of the
morphologies of discharge products and their dispersion on
NCNT and pristine CNT electrodes. The morphology of the
discharge products on CNT air electrodes is similar to that
previously reported by Zhou's group [11]. The morphologies
of the discharge products on the CNT air electrodes under
both high and low current densities are quite similar,
but not as uniform as those on NCNTs. The cross-sectional
SEM images of discharged CNT air electrodes (Figure S5)
provide more evidence. In contrast, it can be seen that the
discharge products were uniformly deposited on the entire
NCNT air electrodes, but presented significantly different
morphologies under high and low current densities (Figure S6).
Under low current densities, the discharge products uniformly
covered the whole surface of the NCNTs forming a “core–shell”
structure, while under high current densities, the discharge
products exist as nanorods on the surface of the NCNTs. This
phenomenon is confirmed by the cross-sectional SEM view of
the discharged NCNT electrodes (Figure S7). To our best
knowledge, these unique morphologies of discharge products
of SABs have not been reported so far. However, it is recently
reported that in a LAB with RuO2 nanoparticle-coated CNTs as
air electrode, the discharge products grew uniformly on the
>surface of the CNT [21], which showed an extremely similar
core–shell morphology as the discharge products of NCNT air
electrodes for SABs. The mechanism of the layer-by-layer
growth of the discharge products on the RuO2-CNT air
electrode for LABs was believed to be promoted by the RuO2

nanoparticles, forming a poorly crystalline Li2O2 layer on the
CNTs [21]. It is also claimed that this uniformly formed
Li2O2 structure provided a large contact area, which can be
easily decomposed. Analogously, the sodium oxide nanorods
formed on the NCNTs under high current densities have a
similar structure to those of the discharge products Li2O2
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Figure 6 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy of the Na-air batteries using NCNT (a, b) and CNT (c, d) air electrodes at low (a,
c) and high (b, d) current rates. Both EIS spectra of each cell at initial and discharged states are recorded and shown, respectively.
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grown on the CNT@RuO2 core–shell air electrodes [22].
According to the first-principles calculation [36], NCNTs
present a higher structural stability in the ORR process and
better catalytic activity for the ORR process than both pristine
and Pt-doped CNTs. It can therefore be inferred that the
N-doped sites and defects in NCNTs, which have been
widely believed to be the catalyst active sites for promot-
ing ORR and OER processes, may play a similar role as the
precious metal oxide RuO2-doped CNTs, resulting in these
unique structures and fascinating discharge product morphol-
ogies for SABs. Moreover, it is worthy to note that C and N
elements are both naturally abundant, making NCNT air
electrode highly greatly favorable for the feasibility of
practical SAB applications. Moreover, compared with the
irregularly shaped products on pristine CNT electrodes, the
discharge products that adherently grew on the surface of
NCNT electrodes can diminish the polarization and enhance
the diffusion of oxygen gas during the charging and discharging
processes.

In order to further clarify the role of the catalytic activities
and the morphology of discharge products playing in the
performance of SABs, EIS for the SABs with NCNT and CNT
air electrode were recorded before and after discharging at
different current rates, and the results are shown in Figure 6.
The Nyquist plots of initial NCNTs and CNTs electrodes display
similar shapes, which combine depressed semicircles at high
frequencies attributed to the combination of charge-transfer
resistance (Rct) with a constant phase element (CPE) standing
for the surface double-layer capacitance, and linear spike at
low frequencies, which can be described as semi-finite
Warburg impedance and related to the diffusion of oxygen.
It can be observed that the Rct of initial CNTair electrodes are
lower than those of initial NCNTair electrodes, which might be
contributed by the favored pore distribution of the CNTs
comparing to NCNTs. However, the EIS of the discharged SABs
with NCNT and CNT air electrode at different current densi-
ties have all shown different characteristics. Surprisingly, the
charge-transfer resistance of NCNT air electrode sharply
dropped by 80% after discharged under a low current density
of 75 mA g�1 (Figure 6(a)). Considering the fact that the core–
shell structure of discharge product of NCNT air electrode, it
might imply that charge-transfer reaction could be greatly
favored on the surface of sodium oxides. This phenomenon is
also consistent with the fact that Na2O2 discharge products
tend to exhibit a layer structure in previous report [12]. In
addition, no obvious Rct change can be observed between the
EIS of NCNTair electrode before and after discharged at a high
current density of 300 mA g�1 (Figure 6(c)). In contrast, the
EIS of CNT air electrode discharge at a low current density
presents a close resistance compared with that of the initial
CNT electrode (Figure 6(b)). However, when discharged at a
relatively high current density of 150 mA g�1, the resistance
of the SAB with CNT air electrode increased by around 50%
(Figure 6(d)). The significant increasing of Rct of CNT air
electrode should be related to the accumulation of discharge
products on the top of the electrode, blocking furthur oxygen
and ion transportation to the surface of CNTs. These EIS data
are consistent with the fact that SABs with NCNTair electrodes
have shown good electrochemical performance under low and
high current densities, while the capacities of SABs with CNT



Scheme 1 Schematic diagram of the growth mechanism of
discharge products on NCNTair electrodes in sodium-air batteries .
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air electrode can only work under low current densities,
whose capacities quickly decrease as the current densities
increase.

Based on the above experimental data and analysis, the
growth mechanism of the discharge products of SABs with
NCNTs air electrodes are depicted in Scheme 1. Under low
current densities, the NCNT air electrode is discharged under
the condition close to thermodynamic equilibrium. The reac-
tion kinetics are controlled by charge transfer. The active
nitrogen-doped sites enable the fast oxygen reduction pro-
cesses. In this case, the discharge products NaO2 or Na2O2

gradually accumulate layer by layer near the surface of NCNTs
to form the unique core–shell structure. On the other hand,
under high current densities, oxygen gas transportation
becomes the determining factor in the discharge process of
SABs. In other words, the electrochemical reaction is con-
trolled by diffusion. In this case, the discharge products tend to
vertically grow to form the nanorods on the NCNTs following
the diffusion route of oxygen, which is similar to those
observed in LABs [37]. However, in the case of CNT air
electrode, due to the poorer catalytic activities of CNTs, the
discharge products of CNT air electrodes are not favored to
selectively grow near the surface of CNTs. As a result, the
discharge products tend to grow randomly. These differences
between the morphologies of discharge products are also
critical in the charging process. The regular grown discharge
products on NCNT electrodes leave abundant internal spacing
among the air electrode, enabling easy mass transportation
and oxygen removal. However, the irregular discharge products
on CNT electrodes clog the outer surface of air electrode and
block mass transportation, which results in their poor electro-
chemical behavior. This evidence implies the importance of the
design of air electrodes and the control of discharge product
morphology for the long life cycling of SABs.

Overall, the present study demonstrates the fabrication
of NCNT air electrodes and their superior electrochemical
performance as air electrodes for sodium-air batteries
compared to CNT air electrodes fabricated from a similar
procedure. The results suggest that the design of the air
electrode, as well as the morphologies of the discharge
products, is critical to the cyclic stability of a sodium-air
battery. NCNTs also shows improved catalytic activities
toward ORR and OER processes in the cell. Uniform dis-
charge product dispersion on the NCNT air electrodes allows
for oxygen and Na-ion transportation in subsequent cycling.
Meanwhile, further investigation on the understanding of
sodium air batteries system with NCNT electrodes is still in
progress in our research group.

Conclusion

In summary, we reported the fabrication of self-stacked
NCNT air electrodes and their superior electrochemical
performance at high current rates along with extended
cyclic performance, in comparison to their CNT counter-
parts. This improvement not only is a result of the elevated
catalytic activity of NCNTs due to introducing nitrogen atom
doping sites, but also benefits from the uniform dispersion
of discharge products formed on the surface of the NCNT
network, whose structure enables rapid and unhindered
oxygen and sodium ion injection and removal during cycling.
Our results indicate that NCNT air electrodes can be
considered as a promising candidate for sodium-air bat-
teries. It is also implied that controlling the favorable
morphology of the discharge product is of great importance
in the exploration and evaluation of novel air electrode
materials in the future.
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